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TOBRUK RAIDS BY R.A.F.

Descriptions of the recent heavy night raids on Tobruk, Benghazi and

enemy landing grounds have been given by flying personnel who took part in

the operations.

The success of the attacks wan due to a large extent to the excellent

timing and precision achieved by the squadrons. The heaviest assaults were

launched upon Tobruk and for certain purposes some particularly big bombs

were used.

An Australian wing commander from Raley, Sydney, a veteran of many raids

upon Germany, described the scene as witnessed from the cabin of his medium

bomber

"I have never seen Tobruk so well lighted as it was on Sunday night",
he said, "it was like daylight and our bombs were certainly knocking the

daylight out of the place. We had a particular job to do and we saw on

one of our targets bombs land just about where they were intended.

"We call these big chaps ' slum clearance No. 1'. We were about

8,000 feet up at the time of the explosion which made our aircraft buck like

a bronco. The great flash set up was reflected upon the base of broken cloud

at about 3,000 feet."

The navigator of another medium bomber, a pilot officer from the Cardiff

area, dropped a heavy bomb on a special target west of Tobruk.

"We could see the buildings coming towards us in pieces" he said, "there

was more debris flying about than I've ever seen, with flashes and explosions
all over the area."

The most graphic description is provided by an American pilot, a major
from Lafayette, Indiana.

"We bombed Benghazi" he explained, "Coming back, when about 100 miles

short of Tobruk we could see that there was plenty going on there.

"As we got nearer I saw a really enormous red fire on the north side of

the harbour. It looked for all the world like a monster orchid glowing and

pulsating. Coils of oil smoke wore squirming up from it. It must have been

the big naval fuel tank.

"We passed about 40 miles off Tobruk. The ack-ack and searchlights were

in pretty poor shape by then. The fire of the former was erratic end the

lights were twittering all over the place.

"We got a grand view for a further 50 miles after we had passed the

harbour. The big show was still going on."


